Peel Update 23 July 2013-07-24

Annette: Today we are talking with Stuart Bray, project officer in the Peel Valley on how projects are progressing.

Thanks for talking with us today Stu. Things seem to be progressing with the projects successful in round one. What’s the latest developments in the Peel?

Stuart: Well we have had a couple of final reports in which is good news.

We’ve got all the quarterly reports in, they’ve been sort of on time and well done I must say from the people who have sent those in, so we are up to date pretty much with all our reports so far so that’s good.

Annette: Yeah that sounds promising. So recently you have started the training to support successful irrigators in getting up to speed with their new systems. What have you been up to with the training?

Stuart: Well we have had a two day centre pivot lateral move course over at Tamworth. And we had thirteen growers came along. Some of them in various stages, they’ve either put up their centre pivot lateral move or they are in the process of doing that. And it was a two day workshop. The first day was really inside going through the manuals. The second day we went out on farm to Rex Tout’s place, who’s actually got his centre pivot and a lateral move up, so people could actually see them working, and the grower talking with growers I think always is a good sort of rapport that way they talk about the issues they are having and how they solve them.

Following that course, there was a bit of interest in running a scheduling course. So we have scheduled the scheduling course for the fourteenth of August. And we will also hopefully have a presenter along to talk about telemetry as well. Telemetry is a wireless data transfer system for monitoring water management systems, it is also a system that sort of helps irrigators switching irrigation equipment on or off from a distant point. It could be a valuable tool for them to use as well there was quite a lot of interest.

As well as that were looking at trying to put on a pump course as well on the eighteenth of September. So that’s sort of looking at choosing the right pump for your irrigation system and make sure you get the efficiency going correctly so that your system is operating A1.

So there’s two courses coming up. All the other projects seem to be you know appear to be going sort of quite well, on track. We’ve had a little bit of rain which is probably still holding up those people who are doing some earthworks but apart from that I think everyone else is pretty much on track.

Annette: OK  well that sounds really good and obviously irrigators are finding the training very beneficial so we’d encourage them all to have a look at that.

Thanks for that Stu, we look forward to hearing how things are progressing a little bit further down the track.

Stuart: Good o, that will be good.

Annette: This has been Annette McCaffery talking with Stuart Bray on the progress of projects in the Peel Valley funded through the Australian Government’s Water for the Future Initiative. Good Afternoon.

